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Decay-out of the yrast superdeformed band in136Nd: Towards an experimental extraction
of the neutron pairing gap at large deformation
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A study of the 136Nd nucleus has been performed with the EUROBALL III multidetector to establish the
decay-out of the yrast superdeformed~SD! band. Three discrete linking transitions~754, 1456, and 1493 keV!
have been discovered, establishing the position of the SD band at 7.03 MeV excitation energy with proposed
spin and parity 17(2) for the lowest observed SD state. Neutron pairing gap parameters for SD shapes have
been extracted in Nd isotopes, using the strong-coupling model and odd-even mass difference formulas. The
major conclusion of our phenomenological analysis is that the pairing correlations do subsist in the SD
configurations of nuclei in theA5130 mass region.@S0556-2813~99!01312-6#

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Tg, 23.20.Lv, 27.60.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of a rotational band in the second w
of 132Ce @1# the study of nuclei in theA5130 mass region a
high spin has been a fertile source of information for vario
phenomena concerning large deformation, like the coex
ence of normal-deformed~ND! and highly deformed con
figurations, the role of shell gaps versus the occupation of
intruder orbitals stabilizing the large deformation and t
identical bands@2–5#. In the following, for the reason o
simplicity, we will use the term superdeformation~SD! in
order to describe the phenomenon in the second well in
mass region, although we are aware of the fact that the
ference in structure between the ND and SD states is m
pronounced in other regions of the nuclear chart. The kno
edge of the single-particle excitations in the second well
improved dramatically, but the lack of experimentally det
mined excitation energies, spins, and parities for the
states prohibited definitive conclusions. These quantities
be reached through the observation of discreteg transitions
linking the lowest levels of the SD band to the ND ones.

The first experimental breakthrough in the knowledge
the decay-out process has been achieved in the
133,135,137Nd nuclei of theA5130 mass region@6–9#. In
these nuclei the observation of discrete linking transitio
has been favored by the relatively high intensity of the
bands~5–10 % of the reaction channel! as well as by the low
0556-2813/99/60~6!/064313~10!/$15.00 60 0643
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excitation energies with respect to the yrast line in the dec
out region (;1 MeV!. The SD bands in even-even Nd nu
clei, being based on two quasiparticle~qp! configurations
including the intruder orbital (n i 13/2) @10#, are much weaker
~about 1% of the total population of the nucleus! than in the
odd-even ones, which also involve a single (n i 13/2) intruder
orbital. The identification of discrete linking transitions
even-even nuclei is therefore as difficult as in the other
gions of superdeformation (A580,150,190). Such transi
tions have been observed only recently in132,134Nd @10,11#.
The resolving power achieved by the new generation
g-ray spectrometers, like EUROBALL III, now allows ob
servation of transitions with intensities around 1024 of the
population of the final residual nucleus, making feasible
observation of linking transitions in these nuclei.

The study of the superdeformation phenomenon can
give information about pairing in states with high senior
and its variation with frequency. Indeed, the SD bands
different mass regions cover large ranges of frequencies
if we look at the moments of inertia of the SD bands as
function of frequency, quite different behaviors are notic
able for the different regions. In theA5190 mass region,
where the SD bands are seen down to very low spins
frequencies, the moment of inertia increases with spin
both to the gradual alignment of neutrons and protons, an
the reduction of the pairing@12–16#. However, there exists
experimental signatures of the pairing persistence in the
©1999 The American Physical Society13-1
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configurations, like the observation of a proton blocking
fect in the odd-Z 193Tl nucleus@17#. On the other hand, fo
the A5150 nuclei and even more for theA580 nuclei,
where the SD bands are observed at very high frequen
the rigid-body value is reached by the moment of inertia a
pairing correlations have almost disappeared. In theA
5130 mass region a large variety of SD bands were ide
fied which show different behavior both as a function
mass number and as a function of frequency, suggesting
possible presence of pairing in the SD configurations@2#. It
is, therefore, interesting to study these nuclei in order to
more precise clues on the pairing correlations. The stren
of neutron~proton! pairing correlations in the second min
mum of SD nuclei can be estimated by a phenomenolog
analysis from the knowledge of the excitation energies fo
given series of isotopes~isotones!. An extended series o
nuclei where the SD bands were linked to ND states exist
present only in theA5130 mass region, where in the s
quence from133Nd to 137Nd, only in 136Nd the SD band was
not connected to low-lying states. The identification of lin
ing transitions for the yrast SD band in136Nd will determine
its excitation energy and will offer the possibility to estima
the neutron pairing gap in the second minimum by usin
Taylor series expansion of the mass in powers of the nuc
number of interest.

We have undertaken the study of the decay-out of
yrast SD band in136Nd. Sections II and III contain the de
scription of the experiment and the data analysis. Result
the decay-out are presented in Sec. IV and in Sec. V
discuss the decay-out of the yrast SD bands in the Nd se
and the estimation of the pairing strength in the second w
from odd-even mass differences.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the Legnaro Natio
Laboratory with the XTU Tandem accelerator. We used
same reaction and beam energy,110Pd(30Si,4n) at 130 MeV,
as in a previous experiment performed with the GASP ar
@18#. The two most intense residual nuclei populated in t
reaction were136Nd and 137Nd, with a ratio 137Nd/136Nd
;20%. The target consisted of a foil of 1 mg/cm2 of 110Pd
deposited on a 15 mg/cm2 gold backing. A backed target wa
used to identify the transitions which depopulate the
band. The g-ray transitions were measured with th
EUROBALL III array @19# which consisted of 239 germa
nium crystals. More precisely EUROBALL III consists of~i!
30 tapered germanium detectors placed on three rings at
ward angles,~ii ! 26 clover detectors each composed of fo
germanium crystals in the same cryostat at medium ang
and ~iii ! 15 cluster detectors formed by seven germani
capsules at backward angles. All these detectors are
rounded by BGO scintillators used for Compton suppress
The detector signals are processed through the VXI elect
ics which send the data to three event collectors. Finally
processor farm builds the EUROBALL event recorded
DLT tapes. A fold condition of eight unsuppressed Ge firi
in coincidence was required to start the acquisition. Af
Compton suppression this resulted in a total of 2.83109
06431
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four- and higher-fold events collected on tape. Calibrat
and relative efficiencies of the array were obtained us
standard sources over the range of 80–3548 keV.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In the analysis of the events detected by the clover
cluster detectors the Compton scattering in adjacent s
ments has been considered. The so-called ‘‘add-back mo
in these composite detectors has been performed by s
ming the energies deposited in each involved segment. C
cerning the clusters, only adjacent firing segments have b
taken into account for the add-back, whereas nonadja
ones have been treated as independent photons. We
rejected the case where more than two segments fired in
detector. The gain in efficiency~at 1.33 MeV! is then 1.29
for clovers and 1.26 for clusters when the add-back mod
used.

From previous experiments with gold backed-targets
the neighboring nuclei@7,9,18#, it results that the transitions
of the SD band with energies higher thanEg.800 keV are
Doppler broadened. On the contrary, the transitions
exciting the lowest levels of the SD band appear as sh
lines in theg-ray spectra. As the transitions which link th
SD band to states of normal deformation are expected to
emitted from stopped nuclei and also to be very weak,
much better energy resolution achieved in a backed-ta
experiment will improve the signal-to-background ratio.
an experiment with a backed target, the Doppler correct
formula reads

Eg
Detected~u!5Eg

0@11F~t!b0cos~u!#, ~1!

where Eg
Detected(u) is the energy deposited in a detect

placed at an angleu with respect to the beam axis.Eg
0 is the

center-of-mass energy of theg ray emitted by a recoiling
nucleus with a velocityF(t)b0 . b0 is the initial velocity of
the recoil nucleus~and has been determined to be 2.06%
our experiment! and F(t) is the attenuation factor for eac
SD level. This factor reproduces the velocity decrease du
the de-excitation along the SD band. Starting from theF(t)
values of 136Nd and 137Nd obtained from a previous GASP
experiment@20#, we have adjusted these factors for our e
periment.

Various multiconditioned one-dimensional spectra a
gated matrices have been constructed during the analysis
one-dimensional spectra have been incremented taking
account the intensity problems first exposed in Ref.@21# and,
therefore, the unphysical spikes discussed in Ref.@22#. Ac-
cording to Eq.~1!, the SD gating conditions have been a
plied by using a different Doppler correction for each S
gate. Moreover the corresponding gate energy was de
mined for each detector angle, allowing contamination to
avoided for certain combinations of angles and energ
Usually two spectra have been obtained for each given se
gates: one spectrum with variable Doppler correction a
another withv/c50. The former was used to check the S
gates and the latter to search for the linking transitions.
3-2
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Gated matrices have also been built with the same an
dependent Doppler correction. Three kinds of matrices h
been used to study the SD-ND decay path:~i! with Doppler
correction on any axis to select the SD band itself,~ii ! with-
out Doppler correction to check the relationship between
linking transitions and the ND transitions, and~iii ! with Dop-
pler correction on the first axis and without it on the seco
one to obtain coincidence information between the SD b
and the ND yrast states or SD band and the linking tra
tions. Directional correlations from oriented states~DCO!
matrices have been built and DCO ratios have been
tracted, using the EUROBALL III geometry presented
Fig. 1. By properly taking into account the angular symm
tries of the correlation functionW(u1 ,u2 ,Df5f22f1)
@23#, we can reduce the C239

2 528 441 combinations of two
detectors on EUROBALL III to 15 736 distinct geometrie
However, the collected statistics was not enough to ana
the weak transitions of interest for all these individual geo
etries. The detectors of the EUROBALL III array have be
separated in two sets: one with the clover~Q! detectors~lo-
cated around 90° with respect to the beam axis!, and the
second set with all tapered~T! and cluster~C! detectors,
located at forward and backward angles, respectively.

By notingW(det 1,det 2)5W(u1 ,u2 ,Df) the correlation
function between the two detectors det1 and det2 at an
(u1 ,f1) and (u2 ,f2), we define then the two average co
relation functions:

W~T1C,Q!5 (
det 1P$T1C%

(
det 2P$Q%

W~det 1,det 2!/Ncomb,

W~Q,T1C!5 (
det 1P$Q%

(
det 2P $ T1C%

W~det 1,det 2!/Ncomb,

~2!

where Ncomb514 040 is the number of distinct pairs~T
1C,Q!, i.e., the number of tapered~30! and cluster segment

FIG. 1. Schematic angular geometry of the EUROBALL
array showing the tapered~T!, clover~Q!, and cluster~C! groups of
detectors. Limit angles are indicated with respect to the beam a
06431
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(73155105), multiplied by the number of clover crysta
(43265104). We can, therefore, define a ‘‘generalized
DCO ratio by

RDCO5
W~T1C,Q!

W~Q,T1C!
. ~3!

The theoretical DCO ratio derived for this geometry has be
calculated for a cascadeI 1→I 2→I 3, starting from a com-
pletely aligned state withI 1521. For each pair~T1C,Q!, the
corresponding value lies in the interval@0.41,0.80# for a
stretched dipole-quadrupole sequence, depending on the
sidered detector pair. ForI 1.10 this DCO ratio is roughly
independent of spins. The average value isRDCŌ50.55 for a
stretched dipole-quadrupole sequence. It is, therefore, ea
distinguishable from any stretched quadrupole-quadrup
sequence which has a DCO ratio of 1.00. For illustration
present in Fig. 2 the extracted DCO ratios of several ND, S
and SD-ND linking transitions. The results are also listed
Table I. Known dipole and quadrupole multipolarities@24#
are clearly confirmed by our measurements and we h
been able to determine the multipolarity order of two SD-N
linking transitions, as it will be discussed below.

IV. RESULTS

The decay-out spectrum of the SD band of137Nd, a by-
product of this experiment, is shown in Fig. 3. The sam
discrete linking transitions observed previously in a GA
experiment@9# are seen here with better statistics, demo
strating the power of the EUROBALL III array.

Spectra with and without Doppler correction obtained
136Nd are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. We confirm all S
transitions observed in the GASP experiment@18#, and up to
the 1644 keV transition observed in the GAMMASPHER
experiment@25#. The 1733 keV transition is at the observ
tion limit of our experiment and we have not seen the l
transition with energy of 1815 keV tentatively proposed
Ref. @25#. In Fig. 4~a! g rays with energies higher than 71
keV are Doppler corrected, including the linking transitio

is.

FIG. 2. Experimental DCO ratios for ND, SD, and linkin
SD-ND transitions of136Nd. The solid and dashed lines correspo
to the theoretical DCO values of the stretched quadrupo
quadrupole and dipole-quadrupole sequences, respectively.
3-3
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TABLE I. Experimental intensities and DCO ratios~see text for
explanation! for ND, SD, and SD-ND linking transitions in136Nd.
Gates onE2 transitions have been used to extract the DCO va
for each transition. The DCO ratio of the transitions marked by
asterisk are displayed in Fig. 2. Intensities are normalized at 10
for the 857 keV SD transition and correspond to the decay-ou
the SD band as displayed in Fig. 8.

Eg ~keV! Intensity ~%! DCO ratio Assignation

ND transitions

355.4~2!* 24~5! 0.66~4! 101→92

373.7~2!* 100~8! 1.01~3! 21→01

390.1~2! 88~8! 1.03~4! 121→101

501.2~2! 20~4! 0.96~5! 92→72

552.1~2! 6~2! 1.10~5! 121→101

602.7~2!* 100~9! 1.02~4! 41→21

661.3~3! 70~9! 141→121

663.7~3! 68~9! 101→81

678.4~4! 15~4! 151→131

693.5~2!* 23~4! 0.59~4! 72→61

711.8~3! 6~2! 141→121

714.5~2! 11~3! 0.98~4! 161→141

750.4~2! 6~2! 0.30~6! 171→161

768.7~6! 13~8! 131→121

770.4~2!* 100~10! 1.02~5! 61→41

784.9~2!* 11~4! 0.36~7! 151→141

809.9~3! 7~3! 171→151

844.3~3! 5~2! 161→141

844.7~2! 45~7! 1.01~4! 161→141

886.0~2! 76~8! 1.04~5! 81→61

894.6~4! 4~2! 181→161

901.6~2! 9~3! 1.01~7! 181→161

999.7~2! 20~4! 0.91~6! 181→161

1135.7~3! 6~3! 0.95~5! 101→81

1169.2~3! 9~3! 1.05~8! 141→121

1222.6~4!* 11~4! 1.10~7! 161→141

1279.7~9! 5~3! 0.92~4! 181→161

SD transitions

656.6~3!* 14~4! 1.17~12! 19(2)→17(2)

716.7~7! 52~15! 21(2)→19(2)

795.0~5!* 95~14! 1.00~8! 23(2)→21(2)

857.9~5! 100~13! 25(2)→23(2)

918.4~6! 99~14! 27(2)→25(2)

983.7~3! 101~13! 29(2)→27(2)

1050.1~4!* 103~13! 1.03~7! 31(2)→29(2)

1117.5~4!* 95~12! 1.19~9! 33(2)→31(2)

1186.2~4! 54~9! 35(2)→33(2)

1254.9~4!* 39~7! 0.97~8! 37(2)→35(2)

1325.3~5!* 23~4! 0.82~10! 39(2)→37(2)

1398.9~4!* 20~4! 1.09~10! 41(2)→39(2)

1476.6~5! 12~3! 43(2)→41(2)

1559.1~5! 6~2! 45(2)→43(2)

1644.4~7! 3~2! 47(2)→45(2)
06431
which should not be. In the uncorrected spectrum shown
Fig. 4~b! the SD transitions appear as broad bumps while
ND transitions look like sharp lines. This is the clear sign
ture that the SDg rays have been emitted during the reco
ing time of the nucleus, while ND transitions have be
emitted by the stopped nucleus. In this last spectrum, link
transitions, if they exist, should be sharp. The high-ene
part of the uncorrected spectrum given in Fig. 5 provid
among the Doppler broadened SD transitions, three ca
dates for the linking transitions, namely the 1456, 1603, a
1743 keV lines. In order to establish the position of the
candidates in a decay-out level scheme, we have studied
coincidence relationships between SD and ND transition

The spectra obtained by double-gating on the 390 k
121→101 ND transition and one among two of the lowe
transitions of the SD band—either 717–795 keV@Fig. 6~a!#,
or 795–857 keV@Fig. 6~b!#—show a new sharp line at 149
keV. This transition cannot be seen in Fig. 5, because i
unresolved in the 1477 keV SD bump. The comparison
tween the spectra 6~a! and 6~b! shows that the 1456 keV line
is weaker in the first one, while the 1493 keV intensity
unchanged. This means that the 1493 keV transition is
coincidence with the 717 keV SD transition whereas
1456 keV one is not. Another new transition of 754 keV is
coincidence with SD band members, but not with the 7
keV SD transition. A clear coincidence relationship betwe
the 1456 keV line and the 754 keV transition has been a
observed, as demonstrated by Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!.

This analysis shows that the linking transitions reach

FIG. 3. Double-gated background subtracted spectrum of
137Nd SD band, obtained without Doppler correction. The bro
structures correspond to the SD transitions widened by the Dop
effect. The energies of the linking transitions between the SD b
and the ND states are indicated.

e
n
%
f

TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Eg ~keV! Intensity ~%! DCO ratio Assignation

SD→ND transitions
754.2~3!* 15~4! 1.28~19! 21(2)→19(2)

1456~1!* 11~4! 0.49~9! 19(2)→181

1493~1! 6~3! 19(2)→181
3-4
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ND levels at the 181 level de-excited by the 1000 keVg
line. The two parallelg-ray cascades 1456–754 keV an
1493–717 keV establish an energy difference of 2210 k
between the third low-lying state of the SD band at s
21(2) and the 181 of band 3. Figure 8 displays the leve
scheme associated with the decay-out of the yrast SD ban
136Nd. The DCO ratios of the linking transitions~see results
in Table I and Fig. 2! show that the 1456 keV transition i
dipolar (DI 51), while the 754 keV transition is quadrupola
(DI 52). If we assume a negative parity for the SD band~as
suggested also in132,134Nd @10,11#!, the decay-out proceed
via E2 andE1 transitions. Therefore, the lowest observ
state of the SD band at an excitation energy of 7028 keV
tentatively proposed to have spin and parity 17(2). The 1603
and 1743 keV transitions mentioned above are involved

FIG. 4. Double-gated background subtracted spectra of
136Nd yrast SD band. SD transitions~657, 717, 795, 857, 918, 984
1050, 1117, 1186, 1255, 1325, 1399, 1477, 1559, and 1644 k!
are indicated by down triangles and ND transitions by circles. T
upper spectrum~a! has been Doppler corrected, while the lower o
~b! has not been corrected. The relative intensity profile of the
band is also plotted in the inset.

FIG. 5. High-energy part of Fig. 4~b!. Broad peaks are the SD
transitions widened by the Doppler effect. The energies of the l
ing transition candidates are indicated.
06431
V
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the decay scheme of the SD band but we could not estab
any clear coincidence relationship with individual transitio
and, therefore, we could not place them in the level sche

In Fig. 8 are indicated the observed linking transitions a
also the intensities of the decay-out flow, the reference be
taken for the 857 keV transition~100%!. The intensities of
all transitions involved in the decay-out of the SD band a
listed in Table I.

The observed discrete linking transitions collect abo
20% of the SD decay-out intensity via the two transitions
754 and 1493 keV. As detailed previously, clear coinciden
relationships have been observed, establishing unamb
ously the position of the three linking transitions 754, 145
and 1493 keV. Concerning the order of the 754–1456 k
sequence, where the 754 keV transition is more intense
the 1456 keV transition~see Table I!, we have chosen the
order displayed in Fig. 8 because it gives a non-yrast in
mediate level in agreement with its weak population. It
worth noting that the same argument has been used in@10#
for the decay-out of the yrast SD band of134Nd which pre-
sents a very similar pattern to the136Nd one. The 19(2) level
populated by the 754 keV transition decays also by mean
other unseen transitions with relative intensity of around 4

The extracted intensities provide also information on
fragmentation of the decay-out. One can see that the de
out flow of the SD band is distributed towards the thr
structures called bands 3, 4, and 5 in Refs.@18,24#, with

e

V
e

D

-

FIG. 6. Spectra in coincidence with the 390 keV ND transiti
and with one among two of the lowest SD transitions, namely 7
keV or 795 keV~a!, and 795 keV or 857 keV~b!.
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;30% each. A fourth band~labeled band 7! receives only
about 4% of the decay-out. Note that these bands are
pected to have triaxial shapes and are assumed to inv
one pair of alignedh11/2 neutrons~at g5290°) or protons
~at g5130°) @18#. The full SD intensity is completely re
covered at spin 15216\.

V. DISCUSSION

One of the most challenging questions concerning the
perdeformation phenomenon is the decay-out of the
bands and the understanding of their main features: de
through discreteg rays to low-lying ND states or through
continuum of states, properties of the preferentially po
lated ND states, pairing effects in the SD bands. The
series represent a very appropriate laboratory for such stu
because the evolution of the decay out with the neutron n
ber N can now be analyzed, including the results of t
present paper, in six Nd isotopes with neutron number fr
N572 to N577, namely,1322137Nd @6–11#.

A. SD decay-out in the Nd isotopes

The SD magic numbers in theA5130 mass region are
Z558 andN572, which correspond to the130Ce nucleus,
stabilizing elongated shapes with an axis ratio 3/2 and ab2
value around 0.35–0.4. A sizable proton gap exists also
Z560 at somewhat smaller deformation (b2;0.30), which
associated to theN572 neutron gap, gives132Nd as the dou-

FIG. 7. Spectra in coincidence with two SD transitions plus
1456 keV linking transition~a!, and with two SD transitions plus
the 754 keV transition~b!.
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bly closed SD magic nucleus at zero frequency. The effec
the deformation takes its origin from the occupation of t
down-slopingi 13/2 intruder orbital. The neutron orbitals a
function of the axial quadrupole deformation obtained
standard Nilsson calculations is presented in Fig. 9. The
lence SD neutron orbitals for136Nd at b2;0.3 are h11/2
@523#7/2, h9/2 @541#1/2, g7/2 @402#5/2, andg7/2 @404#7/2 be-
low the Fermi level, andh11/2 @514#9/2, f 7/2 @530#1/2, h9/2
@532#3/2, andi 13/2 @660#1/2 above the Fermi level. For larg
deformations a sizable gap appears clearly forN572 (130Ce
and 132Nd) aroundb250.3520.40, whereas smaller gap
remain for N574 andN576 aroundb250.3020.33 and
b250.2820.30, respectively.

The axial deformation is predicted to be slightly larger
132Nd than in134Nd or even in136Nd. We have to notice tha
these shell gaps are predicted in all static mean-field ca

e

FIG. 8. Level scheme associated with the decay-out of the136Nd
yrast SD band. Displayed intensities are normalized at 100% for
857 keV SD transition. Band labels 3, 4, 5, and 7 are the same
in Refs. @18,24#. Dashed arrows indicate the intensity received
the ND levels directly fed by the SD decay-out. The widths of t
arrows are indicative of the intensities listed in Table I.
3-6
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lations ~Woods-Saxon@4#, Hartree-Fock1BCS with SIII or
SkM! parametrizations of the effective force@27#!. The fast
rotation alters these static shell effects, leading to a gap
N573 at a frequency of about 0.5 MeV. When the nucle
rotates, thei 13/2 @660#1/2 orbital splits into two signature
partners, which we will denote as 61 and 62. In the second
minimum of the Nd isotopic series the intruder orbit
@660#1/2 is occupied, and the SD bands are built on o
quasiparticle~1-qp! configurations in odd-even isotopes a
2-qp configurations in even-even isotopes. For132Nd the
yrast SD band is built on the 2-qp configuration@660#1/2
^ @541#1/2 at low spin and@660#1/2^ @523#7/2 at higher
spins. For the134Nd and 136Nd yrast SD bands, the 2q
configurations @660#1/2^ @541#1/2 or @660#1/2^ @530#1/2
have been proposed@10,18#.

Total routhian surface~TRS! calculations have been pe
formed in this mass region@4–6,18#, that suggest the SD
bands in the even-even Nd isotopes are built upon 2-qp c
figurations. This is in contrast to the structure of the SD ba
in 132Ce, which involves a pair ofn i 13/2. The moment of
inertia of the bands with such a configuration exhibits a p
nounced band-crossing associated with the alignment of
i 13/2 orbital @4#. The absence of that band-crossing in all
the Nd isotopes strongly supports the 61^ h9/2/ f 7/2 configu-
ration. The difference between the Nd and Ce SD nuclei
partly be accounted for by the more deformedZ558 gap. A
similar situation can be found in theA5150 region, where,
e.g., the lowest SD bands in148Gd is interpreted in terms o
a 2-qp configuration@28,29#.

We will now shortly discuss the different properties of t
decay-out in the Nd series, like the intensities of the discr
linking transitions, the excitation energy of the SD ban
and the nature of the decay-out mechanism.

The most striking feature of the discrete linking tran
tions discovered in the Nd series is that the total intensity
the observed discrete decay-out transitions decreases
increasing mass number, with a stronger absolute value
odd-even isotopes: 100% for133Nd, 65% for 135Nd, 30% for
137Nd and 100% for132Nd, 50% for 134Nd, 20% for 136Nd.
One has to remember that the absolute intensity of the
bands is 5–10 % of the reaction channel for odd-even

FIG. 9. Valence neutron orbitals as function of axial quadrup
deformation obtained in standard Nilsson calculations, from@26#.
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topes and 1% for even-even ones. This behavior can be
derstood by an increase of the excitation energy withA, as
can be seen in Fig. 10, which presents the excitation ene
of the SD states as a function of spin in the Nd isotop
including the results of this work@7–11#. A simple explana-
tion of this pattern can be given in terms of the shell stru
ture atN572,73 and the evolution of the shape of the N
structures in the Nd isotopes. As is well known from oth
regions of the nuclear chart and discussed in detail in R
@30#, the quadrupole deformation of the heavy Nd isotope
decreasing with increasingN, and becomes spherical at th
N582 shell closure. More deformed structures, involvi
the occupation of the 61 orbital, are therefore becoming mor
costly in energy with respect to the ND ground state, des
the increase inN. Moreover, the excitation energy of the S
bands is systematically higher in even-even isotopes tha
the odd-even ones, a fact which can be related to the na
of the SD configuration, which is 2 qp in even-even and 1
in odd-even nuclei. The cases of132,133Nd are particular be-
cause the SD bands seem to survive at extremely low sp
reflecting their strong mixing with the ND bands and, in fa
the last SD states are probably mixtures of low and h
deformations.

The nature of the decay-out mechanism involved in
A5130 mass region, namely in the Nd series, has been
cussed in Ref.@2# and very recently in Ref.@31#, where new
experimental information on the decay-out of two SD ban
in 132,134Nd was reported. The observedE2 linking transi-
tions of the SD bands with assigned positive parity we
explained by the crossing of the SD bands with obser
nonyrast bands of normal deformation; in this case large
teraction matrix elements (V;30 keV! and large mixing am-
plitudes ~20–30 %! between the interacting SD and N
bands were deduced. These new results clearly show tha
barrier between the SD and ND minima disappears at
spin. The decay-out in theA5130 mass region differs thu
strongly from that of theA5190 mass region as observed
194Hg and 194Pb isotopes@32–36#. In these nuclei, the SD
de-excitation is dominated by a statistical component@37#
and the discrete high-energy lines (;3 MeV! contribute to
only a few percent of the decay spectrum, whereas in the

e
FIG. 10. Comparison of the SD states excitation energies ve

the spin, for even-even~a! and odd-even Nd isotopes~b!.
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isotopes the decay-out is dominated by discrete lines w
much lower energies (,1.5 MeV! and reach 100% of the
band intensity for the lightest isotopes.

B. Pairing correlations in the superdeformed configurations

The knowledge of the SD absolute excitation energy
an extended series of Nd isotopes, enables the pairing ga
be estimated in the second minimum. Indeed, it is w
known for ND matter that an estimation of the neutron pa
ing gapDn ~or proton pairing gapDp) can be obtained from
the odd-even mass differences using a first-order Taylor
pansion@see in the Appendix, Eq.~A5!# @38–40#. The ex-
perimental neutron pairing gap takes the following expr
sion:

Dn5
~2 !N

2
@M ~N11!22M ~N!1M ~N21!#. ~4!

In fact, it has been shown experimentally thatDn is smaller
for nuclei with odd neutron numbersN than those with even
N numbers. ForN5Z nuclei this odd-even staggering ha
been related to the pairing and also to the deformation of
mean field@41#. In order to smooth possible local discon
nuities a third-order Taylor expansion with five points can
similarly derived.

A similar procedure to estimate the neutron pairing g
can be applied to the SD nuclei, for instance to t
192,193,194Pb nuclei, where candidate and definite linking tra
sitions have been proposed@35,42,43#. In this case, for even
even nuclei the ground state in the SD minimum is the 0
vacuum, labeled 0 qpSD, while the ground state of odd nucle
is a 1 qpSD state. The expression for the neutron pairi
strength derived with the three point formula is then

Dn
SD(0 qp21qp)5

~2 !N

2
@MSD~N11!22MSD~N!

1MSD~N21!#, ~5!

whereMSD is the nuclear mass in the ground-state SD m
mum. The same is valid for the proton pairing gap, wh
can be estimated from the series192Hg, 193Tl, 194Pb. The
extraction ofDn andDp for theA5190 SD mass region wil
be discussed in a separate paper@44#.

The situation for the SD Nd isotopes is different. As co
monly adopted and discussed above, the yrast SD band
even-N isotopes are based on a 2 qpSD state, and in odd-N
ones on a 1 qpSD state. Indeed, as shown by potential ene
curves versus deformation, obtained in constrained Hart
Fock1BCS calculations@27#, there is no well-defined SD
minimum corresponding to 0 qp. However, a SD minimum
stabilized by the addition of two~one! quasiparticles includ-
ing the @660#1/2 orbital for even~odd! nuclei. For such a
case of SD nuclei involving 2 qp and 1 qp in even and o
isotopes, respectively, it is possible to derive the followi
formula from Eq.~A8!:
06431
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Dn
SD(2qp21qp)5

~2 !N11

2
@MSD~N11!22MSD~N!

1MSD~N21!#. ~6!

Up to now this formula has no direct application in theA
5130 SD matter because SD bandhead excitation ener
are not known and we have to estimate the rotational con
bution between the SD ground state and the lowest exp
mentally observed SD states. Nevertheless, for the Nd se
it is possible to correlate under different assumptions
odd-even mass differences to the pairing gap. In the stro
coupling scheme limit of the particle-plus-rotor model@40#,
for axial symmetry the excitation energy of a state at spinI is
the sum of the collective rotational energy,\2/2J@ I (I 11)
2K2#, whereJ is the moment of inertia andK the projection
of I on the symmetry axis, and of the intrinsic energy, whi
is the sum of the individual quasiparticle energies. In t
limit we have neglected the Coriolis interaction. ForK
51/2 orbitals we also neglect, when applying the mass f
mula, the difference of the contributions coming from t
decoupling factor terms in the odd-N ~1 qp! and even-N ~2
qp! nuclei. In the case of two quasiparticles, the intrins
energy isEK1

1EK2
andK5uK16K2u. At a given spinI the

mass of an even SD nucleus is given by

MI
SD~2 qp!5M01

SD
~0 qp!1

\2

2J @ I ~ I 11!2K2#1EK1
1EK2

.

~7!

For the odd-N SD nucleus with 1 qp in the orbitalK1 the
equation is

MI
SD~1qp!5Mgs

SD~1qp!1
\2

2J @ I ~ I 11!2K1
2#. ~8!

If we assume that the rotational contribution is the same
three Nd isotopes, that is to say~i! a similar deformation
leading to the same moment of inertiaJ and~ii ! K2 andK1

2

negligible in comparison to (\2/2J)I (I 11), it is justified to
suppose that the same formulas remain valid at a given
I:

Dn
SD(2 qp21qp)~ I !5

~2 !N11

2
@MI

SD~N11!22MI
SD~N!

1MI
SD~N21!#, ~9!

choosing for each nucleus SD states at the same spinI ap-
proximately.

The application of the strong-coupling scheme is va
only for moderate spin values up to;30\ and for large
deformations. In the Nd series it is therefore reasonable
apply this simple model instead of the cranking model.

TheJ (2) dynamical moments of inertia have quite simil
values in the spin range 20–40\, compatible with the simi-
lar deformation assumption. The SD bands in odd-even
nuclei are based on the@660#1/2 orbital (K151/2) and those
in the even Nd are based on a 2-qp state, one being the s
@660#1/2 intruder orbital (K151/2) and the other having th
3-8
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projection K251/2 ~from the @541#1/2 or the @530#1/2 or-
bital!. So for spins around 20 the contributions ofK1

2 and
K2

2 are really negligible.
The complete results for1332136Nd are shown in Fig. 11

for ND and SD shapes. The most striking feature of o
results is that the pairing gap parameter for the SD shape
reduced by a factor of 2 with respect to the ND value (Dn

SD

;0.7 MeV!, indicating that pairing correlations still exist i
the SD matter. For 2-qp states~as discussed by Jainet al.
@45#! a reduction by about 20% is expected due to the blo
ing effect, but here the quenching is stronger. However,
cause of the crude assumptions, our extraction is very ro
and the estimated values have maximum errors of ab
50%, half of it being due to the experimental ND mass v
ues used. We have also to note that the gap values re
rather constant with increasing spin, having a reversed o
even staggering due to the use of the 2 qp–1 qp formula
SD nuclei instead of the 0 qp–1 qp formula for ND nucl
The results of the present phenomenological analysis ar
perfect agreement with our extended TRS calculatio
which yield the following values of the neutron pairing ga
for the series of Nd isotopes~in MeV!: 0.65 (132Nd), 0.86
(133Nd), 0.67 (134Nd), 0.78 (135Nd), 0.75 (136Nd), 0.88
(137Nd), at the frequency\v50.25 MeV. We can notice
that both the absolute values of the pairing gap and the o
even effect leading to lower values for even-even isoto
are well reproduced. The experimental results are also
agreement with the cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB!
calculations of Ref.@46#, which predicted that the neutro
pairing gap remains finite even at spin 60 in the136Nd SD
band.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have observed for the first time, by using t
EUROBALL III array, discreteg-ray linking transitions de-
exciting the SD band in136Nd, accounting for 20% of the
decay-out flux. The position of the SD band in the lev

FIG. 11. Experimental neutron pairing gaps for1332136Nd at SD
shapes and for1272152Nd in their ND ground states. SD point
correspond to the mean values ofDn , extracted within the spin
range of the SD bands.
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scheme has been established. From DCO analysis, we
pose that the lowest observed SD state, located at the e
tation energy of 7.03 MeV, has a spin-parity 17(2). The total
decay-out flow is collected at spin 15–16\ on mainly four
ND structures. We have also estimated the neutron pai
gap in the SD matter, using the strong-coupling model w
restrictive hypothesis, which led to the conclusion that pa
ing correlations still exist in the SD bands of theA5130
mass region. This result is confirmed by extended TRS
culations including pairing. Microscopic self-consiste
cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations should
performed in order to confirm and quantify the quenching
the neutron pairing gap in this region.
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APPENDIX

In an isotopic series of nuclei characterized byZ let us
consider the three isotopes with neutron numbersN21, N,
and N11, with N even. The total binding energyB1qp(N
11), defined negative, of the nucleusN11 in its ground
state~which corresponds to one quasiparticle! is related to
the binding energyB0 qp(N) of the nucleusN in its ground
state~i.e., with zero quasiparticle!, the Fermi energyl and
the lowest quasiparticle energy of the odd neutronEK1

by

B1qp~N11!5B0 qp~N!1l1EK1
. ~A1!

In the BCS formalismEK1
is related to the single-particle

energyeK1
and the neutron gap parameterD by the relation

EK1
5A~eK1

2l!21D2. ~A2!

The total binding energyB1qp(N21) of the nucleusN21 is
expressed as

B1qp~N21!5B0 qp~N!2l1EK1
. ~A3!

Therefore, the gap parameterD characterizing the pairing
term can be derived from the usual odd-even mass dif
ences as@38,39#

1

2
@M ~N11!22M ~N!1M ~N21!#

5
1

2
@B1qp~N11!22B0 qp~N!1B1 qp~N21!#

5EK1
.1D. ~A4!
3-9
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The same formula with an opposite sign can be derived
oddN @40#. We can, therefore, write the generalized formu
for the neutron pairing gap:

D (0 qp21 qp)5
~2 !N

2
@M ~N11!22M ~N!1M ~N21!#.

~A5!

If we consider now the nucleusN in an excited state corre
sponding to a two-quasiparticle state of energy (EK1

1EK2
),

one of the two quasiparticles being that of the odd neutro
the N11 andN21 nuclei, the total binding energy for th
nucleusN is the sum:

B2 qp~N!5B0 qp~N!1EK1
1EK2

. ~A6!

The odd-even mass differences can then consequently b
lated approximately to an average gap parameter as
J.

z

C
n

-

06431
r

in

re-

1

2
@M1 qp~N11!22M2 qp~N!1M1 qp~N21!#

5
1

2
@B1qp~N11!22B2 qp~N!1B1 qp~N21!#

.2EK2
.2D. ~A7!

And similarly, extending to anyN value the neutron gap
parameter is then

D (2 qp21 qp)5
~2 !N11

2
@M1 qp~N11!22M2 qp~N!

1M1 qp~N21!#. ~A8!

However, because two quasiparticlesK1 andK2 are blocked,
a reduction of the pairing gap is expected.
and

r-
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